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that this edition does not contain al—Kãshi’s original text but the above—
mentioned commentary, attributed to QSdi-Zãdeh al—ROmi. We have
added a facsimile of the lithograph edition to this paper.

The following introduction was written by B.A. Rosenfeld, who also
authored section 3 on the treatise published in this paper. The transla
lion is the joint work of BA. Rosenfeld and Jan P. Hogendijk. Tables 1
and 2 were restored by Jan P. Hogendijk

2 Introduction hi Ron,’, Rocenfeld

[‘he astionomical observatory of Ulugh Beg was the greatest scientific
center in the first half of the 15th century. Its founder, Ulugh Beg
Gunag5n (1 394—114°), grandson of Timur and ruler of Samarqand. was
the chief author of the well—knoin Astronomical Tahle,s of Ulugh Beg
(/1/-i Ulu,i,’Ii Beg). This work was written ointly with three prominent
astronomers of the observatory: the Persian astronomer, Ghiyath al—Din
Jamshid al-Kashi (d. cii, 1430), director of the observatory; the Turk
ish astronomer, Salãh al-Din MOsO Qãdi-ZBdeh al-RUmi (1360-1437).
teacher of LJlugh Beg; and ‘AlO al-Din Au ai-QushjT (d. 1474), born
near Samarqand, the future director of the Aya Sofya madrasa in istan
bul. These astronomers were also mathematicians Al-KOshi authored
the mathematical encyclopaedia. k’v of A rithinetic’ (Miftah al-I-lisa!))
[9, 9-262. 428-568]. the Treatise on the circumference (al-Risãla al
mIiu/iiti yva) on the determination of an approximate value of ii [13], [9,
263-308, 338 4261, and the Th’atisc on the Chord and the Sine (Risäla
al-wata, ito’! bib), now lost, on the determination of the sine of I ‘.

The last treatise is mentioned in the Key ofArithmetic [9, 9], [14. 6].
The determination of the sine of 1’ is necessary for the calculation

of a table of sines, A table of chords equivalent to a sine table for every
half degree of arc is found in the Almages’t of Ptolemy [16, 57-60] By
linear interpolation, Ptolemy determined the chord of one—third of an
arc of’ 1 30’. Ptolemy’s chords were calculated to three sexagesimal
digits and his chords of ,30’ and 1 [0’ are 0 :11 ‘25” and 1 34’ 15” =

3 (0 3] ‘25”), respectively.
In the 7ff-i 1//ugh Beg. the sine values i etc calculated to five sex-

1 or more ifltornhation on these authors sec [4, VII: 255 -262. [15, 11:480 486],
[29 1’ 3 174], 117 365-388] [21, 269-271 (al-Kash9; 14, X1.227 229], [15, 11,487-
489], [29, 1/4 I 75[, 117, 342-345], [21, 272-274[ (at Rurni); [4 X1II:535-537] [15,
1I:3t2 495[. [17. 137-1401, [21. 277-2791 (Ulugh Begt: and [IS. 11:504-506]. [29. 178-

79), [I ‘, 391 64[, 121 285-287] ( It aI-Qhshjo.

agesimal digits for every minute of arc. Fot the composition of this

table al—Kshi first used linear interpolation, hut h later )vente the

remarkable iteration meth It c’ In us ‘/ ‘c It I ,r

and the Sine. l’he mcii is so A nbc ii f oil cx (1

the Persian treatise On th Fx1’lanat,on of tlit I),’tt’iminar,cm rh, Sine

C

prec it p:. r.

A manuscript of the Persian treatise 1) o1 ai—Rf’inn is inns in the

German State Library in Berlin I Pertsch n 3397 \ eop’ of this manu

script was made availat o i b7 S K s to [in

Humboldt University). In tro a Q ish as xl [1

362] hut has apparently not been studied. The section m the sine of

10 of the work (3) of Mirim (‘heleN appeared in French translation by

L.A. Sédillot in [2(1 and [1 1 -83 an I i R i ion Os] t it in

[9, 311-319]. This t xi 1’ fly Nor n \ A ho

[1]. Mirini Chelebi wrote that his xpositioil in ( its ho .,et on th com

mentary (2) of al—Qushji and on an unspecified ireat of’ a] -ROmi [27,

69. 771 A comparison h ‘tis eel I an I (lit uionu ‘ripl ) - ,[ hows

that (1) was the treatise -T t s ii i e 1’

(3). The section of the sr nd I k of —Bir idi , non tat ) o

the determination of the sine of I ss as published in Russian ii :inslation

by A. Ahmedov [31 on the basis of manuscript no. “I) I- of the Tashkent

Institute for Oriental St s Pets ‘in of ‘1 ii i tim

appeared in [18, 157—If

3 ‘flit treatise pub/i sited ‘n i/i is papt’s lit Hr “u Hoc “t/c I

This paper contain a tin di ci ‘t i Ia 1 at d

commentary, of the ArahiL text 4), entitled ‘ rmmn On the T)etormina

tion of the Sine of One Degree” (RicO/a ft stihhtdijovb dara,’i n’Ohida).

The treatise must hi e h i tsr ‘ii at - the ‘ oh ti-K Ii 1 aust

1oi Mirim (‘belch tee] II’S’ S47, 7. 18 )), 5 ,‘t 2’, t

He was the grandson of al—Rum, son olin’ ‘on ) and cia) (,iosht — - n ci ins - laughter).

‘Fo, at-Biqandi see 115,11 41 74* 29, t7 155-31’-’,’ 5 i)3 *61

of One Degree (Dar haydn
(2) the C’ommentary it (Ii
Ulugh Beg) by aT Qf shj

tion oft/ic Table (Dustnr a.
astronomer Miriin Chelehi

the title Sharh i Zfj ‘ Ulugi

Beg by the Persian astn r
the treatise puhlishei in

i I crikhraj-i 1au’b yak A c’aia hc al-ROmi:

A H ‘c A tn via I I’ Is ,t iA Jij-i

Ru ci f / O a I iet

ama wa tas/ith a -fuJi nfl l’s he ‘Turkish

(0. 1525 ); this text was also k ,ocs n tinder

Bet’ 4) the onto ntar7 nih 7T i I lug/i

hOt Al i ‘ 5)
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his name is always accompanied by the words “may God be merciful to
him.” The treatise contains descriptions of two methods for determining
the sine of 1 , one by aI-Kãshi and one by the anonymous author.

The treatise has come down to us in at least eight manuscripts, of
which three are anonymous and five are attributed to al-RUmi. Thus
the work was in all probability written in the Samarqand observatory’ of
Ulugh Beg. Here is a list of the manuscripts:

(a) The translation in this paper is based in part on the anonymous
manuscript which is now in the Scientific Library’ of the Humboldt
University in Berlin; before World War II it was in the Institut für
(ieschichte der Medizin und Naturwissenschaften in Berlin, under num
ber 1.15 [24, 1661. This manuscript is a handwritten copy of(b), made
in the early 20th century’ in Cairo for Carl Schoy. who summarized part
of the treatise in [25, 386-3891. ‘This manuscnpt was also studied by
Paul Luckey in the 1940s.4

(b) The second manuscript is in Cairo, National Library, Mustafã
Fãdil riyada no. 37. On this manuscript see [30, 44], [11, 1:438. II: 123-
124]. In his Survey of the Scientific Manuscripts in the Egyptian Na
tional Library [12, 1581, D.A. King wrote that this manuscript is anony
mous and was copied around 1737. King attributed the manuscript to
al-RUmi on the basis of the reference to al-Rümi by Mirim Chelebi in
text (3) mentioned above [27, 77].

(c) ‘The third manuscript of our treatise is in Istanbul, Kandilli Ob
servatory (no. 76). This may have been the manuscript which was sum
inarized and analyzed by the Turkish historian of mathematics Sahh
Zeki in his book Remaining Traces (Athãr-i baqiyya) [36, 1:133-136].
Zeki also ascribed the treatise to al-ROmi on the basis of the reference
by Mirim Chelebi.

(d) The fourth manuscript is in Istanbul, Library of Huseyin çelebi
(no. 75 1/3). The title of this manuscript is “Treatise on the Determi
nation of the Sine of One Degree According to Operations Established
by Arithmetic and Geometric Rules by the Method of GhiyAth al-Din
al-Kashr’ (Rzsdla ft stikhräj jayb dam/a wähida bi-a’mãl mu ‘ass asa
‘ala qawa id hisdbiv’’a wa handa.riyva ‘aid /ariqat Ghiydth al-Din al
Kdshfl, and the text is attributed to al-R6mT.

Lucke characterizes the work ol our anonymous author as follows; “Der Ver
fasser des Kommentars dhl nehen allen Lohsprtichen auf K. [al-Kashi] eine stellen
weise kleinlich norgelnde ond verstSndnislose Kritik und hat keinen neoen Gedanken
m das Vet) ahren hineingetragen” [14, 151. Compare footnotes 53. 62, 64,65 below.

(e) A filth manuscript o his eatist , wI dii stir wct urn

is in the Mashhad Library Astan-i quds-i Ridaw/ nu .35/6

A sixth inanust rip) f this ire mse ‘ in he \lalek I a urar in

Tehran (no, 3180
(g) A seventh manusci ipt ot this treatist is in the Malek I rar in

Tehran (no. 3536/li.
(h) An eighth man iser of is ills s i he pl’ ii) i r’ i

Tehran (no 153l(1M5))
The manuscripts (, tg and is are mentioned hi A (,ho barn is ]17.

382] as attributed to al-Rhn’a.

) The Arabic text I ) ‘ yi F S at V Ii 1 etl e

with the text of al-Kãshi’s, u/mi a?-, ama md in it nsa call e

on multiplication on dust hoatds in a lithograph edilloiL in ‘h’i ran in

All 1299 / 1881-2 Al). I s or lear on is I ich’ on nip’ his lihor

is based, but since the CF S n is s pr nt d Fr i sihk

that ) reproduces one of the manuscripts (1 I. (p) ot (he I on icr, the

fact that the name al-Käshi appears as al-Qäshni in the pieanthula of fjl

suggests that the prean lit s’ t x sit ii I a \ etc I ci q if

is pronounced as gh. hut her Turkey, s here ef 1 lett

was pronounced as k and the combination kd was ‘AT two as rd Since

manuscript (e) contai is a 1 ble epto bee fin I 36] i 1 ne i’ehle 2 in

edition (j) (ieproduc b s Is o s’ tI f se

edition (j) is manuscnpt ft ot a cops of this manuse! p1

A facsimile of the Arabic text on pp. 4() of the tiriitirapl editien

(j) is appended t ii F pre t p a

We now discuss the a or p the t at V a 0’ lit Cs

will he considered: A: a) Kdshi himself; B’ Q nil Zadeh a) .}fjj; C:

Ulugh Beg; and D; ‘‘Mi al-Qtishji

A The rurkish hisit i K al 1 . I ) n wc

by al-Kãshi entitled Tie Osc c the l)etcrinnn ioi I a e niti I One

Degree” (Ri.cãlarrstik?ir’a, /avh darn/a nd? Ida) 15, 111.3641 Thi’ is also

the title of our treatise in a nyn ous B nlis sod am is iii scripts

(a) and (h) Thus th n;i c ( md e th K sh

in the card catalogue ol the Scientific lahrar\ ol 1 lunibotclt Li is ersisy

in Berlin and by H. Sitni I 2 17-11, 1 O. 4$] respeai\ eI\ But our

bor the third. toni th an in isci ipi -1

5’rhe title means “Sniis Ift ISCTI ‘ I’hc treatise is ,iilcs’i ,, ad ‘Ii,’ SilLS and

distances of the planets and i, ii Pot mail niisc’ s’

This lithograph ccii a ic ii xi II I’ d iii

the determ i auon d the
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treatise cannot have been written by aI-Käshi because he is mentioned
as the “dearest brother” of its author.

B: In 1960 a Russian translation of the Berlin manuscript (a) ap
peared in [23]. In that article the treatise was attributed to al-RUmi
following the opinion of S. Zeki [36, 133]. We note that five of the
eight known manuscripts are attributed to al-ROmi. The anonymous
manuscripts (a), (b) and (c) were also attributed to al-Rümi by Rosen
feld in [23]. by King in [12] and Zeki in [36]. Manuscript (d) is at
tributed to al-ROmi in a colophon by a copyist, manuscript (e) is at
trihu ted to al-Rumi in the catalogue of the library, that is to say, by a
librarian, and probably the manuscripts (f). (g) and (h) were also at
tributed to al-ROmi by copyists or librarians.

The name al-ROmi is mentioned in the edition (j) in the preambula to
the treatise (see p. 7 of this paper) as the person who edited and revised
the treatise. This preambula refutes the authorship of al-ROmi.

C: In his astronomical tables, Ulugh Beg states that he composed
a work on the determination of the sine of one degree by mathemat
ical proof [27, 83]. The commentary by al-Birjandi provides addi
tional information. In the paper “Ulugh Beg and Saway Jay Singh” [8],
Prof. T.N. Qary-Niyazov of Tashkent quotes this commentary from the
manuscript Thshkent, Institute for Oriental Studies no. 458, Al-Birjandi
says: “Since the approximate method for determining the sine of one
degree has become known, I also want to give the proof of this way of
determining it, There are two ways of determining it: one which was
found by the Sultan of the Geometers Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid al-Kãshi,
and another one which was explained in the work of the Holy SultAn-
Martyr Ulugh Beg, let there be light on his grave.”8 The commentary
of al-BIrjandi includes an exposition of the treatise of Ulugh Beg on
his method for the determination the sine of 10. The chapter containing
this exposiiton was published in Russian translation by A. Ahmedov
in [31. We have found a close agreement between this description by
al-Birjandi and the anonymous treatise published in this paper.9 This
agreement and Ulugh Beg’s reference to this treatise are arguments for
Ulugh Beg’s authorship of the anonymous treatise.

The attribution of our anonymous treatise to Ulugh Beg was pro
posed by Ashraf Ahmedov and Rosenfeld in 1975 [2], and the Russian

For the Persian text see [8, 249-2501, f. 77a of the manuscript, [3, 107], and also
[IS, 160].

Qorbani [18, 159-1671 discussed al-Birjandi’s summary of the method of al- Kãshibut not the summary of the method of Ulugh Beg

translation of the main pat il this treatise with the rhi 1’ ow the
book of S. Zeki [36. 129] ss as publish d as a work of Liugh Beg in
the Source Book in the Iii v f Miti ‘ma r a 7 -h2] lit d by
A.P. Yushkevich in 1976. ic in i on I J [ugh Bug “ author ;h ip ot the
treatise was presented by Ah in dov ant R is n ek ) I a sy T

posiurn on the occasion of the 600th hirthdal of I ‘lugh lieu in Istanbul
The report was published iii 7000 iii [20], and our an nvmou tratisC
is also attributed to Ulugh Big n 15] and 1) An itt r a ‘iii a it for

Ulugh Beg’s authorship is gii ci it footnote 5 I beloss
Since none of the cxl in t a usertpts I is r ‘it Sc I te

Ulugh Beg, and fis e of them a alti ihuted to a -Ru ml. son Lu historians

of science believe that thu suco id method I r 1w d t n 0 i ii if the
sine of 10 and the treatise publish d in this paper in at [a attributed t

al -Rünii rather than to I I igh Beg We note tout at- Nasni u ot ‘i I idS C

been called “dearest broth t’ 1 1 tl I In I B g ii I I R ii

D: In his cowmen ai’ to tie ii of f lugh Beg, Miii it (‘1ie1h wrote
that there are other mclii d In Ii det rn it at n t %i & ) 1
which were explained in the ommentaiS (2 h il-Qiishji 77, 83].
Manuscript no. A 134/2 in the St. Petctshurg Institute tot .)rient S tid
ies (formerly the Asiatc hi ft ii ) s ntitl d “ftc It u in \riihnwtic
Rules and Geometric Itida atm ins” Ri cdla ft I qitwa id (1-Itt dbt va
wa ‘I-dalã ii iI-handa,szvr [1 c ii ntis i1 i 1 e , i it e I ‘ -

QAshii in [15. 11:5(15], but ii the catalogue of manusi ripts of this In
stitute published in 1986 [1( .45. 1, the ttea i i u 0 d s
Din al-<Arnili (1547 1 62’l th’ prominent Iranian aiith ‘matti tnt arid
Shaykh al-islAm at the :o itt ot the Sat awid Shah Ahhhs I Ibis inanu
script is located hetwee i i a usemipt’ i os A 1 4 1 ‘n [34 3 of
alaAmili, which are both tI eological treatise, [10 78 If manuscript
A 134/2 is indeed a x’ork if ii Anuli th in i ii 4 . 1 n i i i ret -

sion of a treatise of al-Qushjf ith the same title. B.’\. Rosenfeld points
out that this title almost otneides with the subtitle ( tnt at (nYIOOUS

treatise in the manuser Pt 11 ‘fs vii çel ‘b (It so ii I) tshji on ilso be
the author of our treati ‘e

Tosumup,the’Ui( u txth o yt en dfltldN’th
certainty, hut the treati,c ss as learin written I v a mathemath [nIt in the
Samarqand observatort

The translation in thu piper s based on the l’ehi in lithogi: ph edi
non ) of which a facanni e nas been appcu&kd flu ci to ext has

This table resembles ui i Ii 1 hit i S ito it e o s kiLn ‘1’ 7k prot aSh
took it from the m’inus np 0
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been compared with manuscript (a). The version in (j) contains several
passages which are missing in (a) and also two tables (Tables 1 and 2),
where manuscript (a) has only blank spaces. In the few instances where
we have corrected the text in (j) by means of (a), the corrections have
been mentioned in footnotes, In the translation, numbers in parenthe
ses (j38), (j39) etc. and (a2), (a2) etc. refer to the beginning of pages in
the lithograph edition (j) and the manuscript (a). Our own explanatory
additions appear in square brackets.

We thank Dr. Klaus Scharnhorst (Berlin) for sending copies of
the Berlin manuscript (a), Professor John I., Berggren (Bumaby BC,
Canada), and Dr. Michael Rozenmaji (Washington DC) for comment
ing on earlier versions of this paper, and Prof. Mohammad Bagheri
(Tehran) for sending a copy of the lithograph edition (j) which has been
reproduced in this paper.

4 Translation by Boris Rosenfeld and Jan P Hogendijk

(a]) (j38) A TREATISE ON THE DETERMiNATION OF THE SINE OF
ONE DEGREE WITH TRUE PRECISION, DETERMINED BY THE MOsT
PERFECT OF THE GEOMETERS, JAMSHJD AL-QASAN], EDITED AND
REVISED IN Tills LETTER BY QADT-ZADEH AL-RUMT, THE Au-.
THOR OF THE COMMENTARY ON CHAGHMTNT.’t12

(a2) In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
I praise Him for His abundant blessings and His graceful kindness

and I pray for His servants [i.e., the Prophets] who follow His revela
tions and teachings, and for their families who are rightly guided by
His generosity and His inspiration.

Further, this treatise is about the determination of the sine of one de
gree by operations based on geometric and arithmetic rules suggested
by the dearest brother, who was unique in his time, Jamshid ibn Mas’üd,

On the astronomer at Chaghmini or al-Jaghmmni (died Ca. 1220) see [15, 11368-
370], 121, 198-199], the year of his death 745 H./1345 AD in [29, 164] and [17, 219-
220) is incorrect. Al-C’haghmini was the author of The Compendium on Astronomy
(al-mulakhkhas ft aI-hay’a). More than 100 Arabic manuscripts of this commentary
are listed in [6, 8-2 1]. For a German translation of this work see [22]. Al-Rümj ssrote
a commentaiy on this work.

12 Manuscript (a) hears the title “A Treatise on the determination of the sine of one
degree.” to which manuscript (d) adds “according to operations established by arith
metic and geometric rules by the method of Ghiyath al-DTn al-KSshi”

the physician, called Gb yath [, Din] il Khsh inns ci t lorive

ness to him.
Although the prominent men of this art. cs ho were occupied with

this mattet were grea our I ci. used in’ met Is a ttahed

great importance to th m i I s ii il it ) i

present time they did not circle [in the nit as mid a xact hitiot of

it [the chord of one—third of a given arc], hut the’, [onl [ held fast to the

most pedestrian approximate methods for the determination of it, up to

the point where some o I em I th it there s ii t st me rcxl

for knowing by mean c i tI h rc i a ‘ir

whose chord is known.
But since his [i.e., al-Khshi s] ss ords were so colleise that they were

excessively mysterious, and [his] [algebraic operationst ci sed the

road to understanding oy icu t rpk , at d It to i]w e

guidance is necessary si is sary ii ti h e i

to explain what he said, open ta I the closed. inlie th laugh_c , traseht

en out 039) the crooked, explain the [algebraic] operatlotis. and pros e

the prenhisses, so that the use {of his methods] is gene 1 and the benefit

will be wide-spread. s 1 ided ) pr t a t tho 1 hr

inquiring about the si ( I gr c a I ed t I e

more appropriate, mote cotrect. easier to teach and nore harmonious

to explain, but [at tile saiThi’ little] respecting the ordes ot his statements,

and keeping in mind the elucidation of his intentions fiat he tangled

places in his [arguniet ill xpl i ne I h sri t. his ums

will be proved There , I I qm te us A l. g i ciii 1]

expressions, and I shall erpose is hat iemnatned of hi alitisis is God is

our helper, we put our trust in Him.
We shall prenuse to is hat is e want t o g ‘omets premises and a

number of algebtaic i s I iles t tI ci wi Ii are

needed in this treatise e 11 remist s th i on in e sec ond

[geometrical proposition of the first [hook] of the 4lmagest. 0) Let us

3 This is i retert flCC II) Ian man i 4/ma t I)

and the author of our heat s 1 i esnt I ii It

with known chord cannoi nOr I by c aix a
i4 We have translated race rufit or the sens’in xS!I b o

see footnote 44 below.
0 Because the author calls al-Rash “the dearest hrothr’i’ the

ably relates To other astrono i-s of Sani i nIt o vat rr

This proposition is I I bet u I 0

Ptoleni in Chapter (1 of rk I tie 4/u cvi itt -

terminology this theorem is -i tattoo if 1 qdadrllaixral I/It

ii Piol ‘ifl

o 5 i irL

Ti)

t. at to the text,

(I’ll hi thien proh

iv ‘Ih

ft 1 In i ol’rn
lB. Ri
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transmit it together with the proof. He (i.e., Ptolemy) said: in each
quadrilateral inscribed in a circle the sum of the two rectangles’7of the
opposite sides is equal to the rectangle of its two diagonals.

B
- , N

/

N

Figure 1

Thus let the quadrilateral A13(’D [Fig. 1] be inscribed in a circle. I
say that the sum of the rectangles BC’ by .41) and BA by CD is equal
to the rectangle BD by CA. (a4) So let us make angle ABE equal

CD, and BA and diagonals AC and RI) is inscnbed in a circle, we have

All (‘D+ B(.’ -PA = AC.’ Ri). (1)

In modern textbooks of tngonomeiy this theorem is used in the proof of the formulas

and

,iiI)(i
...

4)
— locus4+cusosjn3 (2)

sin(a 11) .. sin a cos 14 — ens a sin /4 (3)
for the sines of the sum and difference of two arcs. These formulas can be derived
from Ptolemy’s theorem as follows. We write (‘h a for the chord of an arc a in a
circle with radius r, and we analogously write the products r sin a and r ens a as
Sina and (‘usa ‘Then

(‘ha 2Xiii’. (4)

if in Fig. 1 .41) is the diameter of a circle, we have AR Cb 2n =

2Sin a, BC’ (‘h213 .= 2 Sin/I, AC . (‘h2(n f’ jI) = 2Siii (a 4-- /3), DI)
2 (os a (‘1) 2 C/os 3, and formula (t)can be rewritten in the form r Sirs (a+/3)
Sin ci C us 4 4 (‘us is Sin /3, equivalent to (2).

17 in ancient and medieval mathematics, the expression ‘rectangle” (sath, literally
‘plane”) played the role of the product of Iwo lines. Thus, “the rectangle BC by ,4D”
(sath BC])’ AD) is equivalent to the modern product of BC’ and AD The ancient
Greek and medieval Islamic mathematicians used arithmetic terms for positive rational
numbers and often avoided these terms for geometric magnitudes.

to angle C ‘B P. We make the angle 1 131.’ connoot [‘lie in iangles
CBE and Afli) angles C 111’ and .1131) ate equal. and aRo angles

‘B and 131)11 suhtt odin ‘tre ‘ I 3 here to II ;ii ‘tot or, and
the ratio 01 t3( ( C I . 5 Ii. 0 ‘ 1 1 u e e I e
rectangle 13/ ‘ b [Cl is equal to the reelangli b I r

- \)ain, in
triangles :IBII antI 13/ ‘1 )the angles (j41)) 1/31-’ at tI ‘ 13/’ arc equal,
and also angles 13 ‘IC tnd / IH tthie ho1 C I ‘a tey I’ 511

thu and the ratio of / 1 ti e itt 13 to - efors
the rectangle 13.1 b 1)1 is equal to the toetangle / / hi I / [‘here—
fore the [sum of the[ rectangles 11/ by 1/) and /4 1 hi 1)’ are equal
to the [sum of the [ red mgI 1)1 ts / ito Iii I th s th
rectangle] 131) by ( ‘1 s s i at ft ii i

Kio’ that if this dross tug is for the oase ssliteh ill It llo\ Its not
necessary to construct the aitgle for obtaintti similar triangles. 1mm
which the aim is reachi 1, 11w ii is r nJ If is on i sOl

boo, (a5) as will not ) aim I s ot ii oh
The second premise: for am ire, the ratio ot Ide esi. es ot the

diameter over the chord ot its comptentent to halt [the ci’ s’oiriiercnee

to [2] the chord of hal fit is I r rat d [ In’ rd li )f it 1
[4] half the diameter A h thi is o ut k t r tri is s

established19 in the lourlh [propostlionf ol that book, I shall present
it with a demonstration which occurred to the R’ehle thinker lie, the
author], and whh It actu 1111 ads it [tI tI ‘en HI tr nm1

I et circle .4B( 1) fig lx or bed i (C r id ne r
Ph). Pvc mark arc .411 of it and iso make laic I Hf squal t half of
it, We draw the chords . [13, .1]), ‘, and 1’ nicotine rI e diameter at
Ci’. Then we say ang 1) ‘ t: ss tha i a hi Ic th hOOt

of angle B 4C, that is t it at c aif an 1 ada ly

Call .V the point 01 inIerN 1q17 ol -) C i 4 73)1 to 11’
low, we have in the note ns go 11 1
BX(, BC]) DX A arc it a 1 1 11 1
DX - RD ± DX 13D B B 1(1). so 1h p rio I

We have restored two si ,i, ,ts ‘ua iI,uh,,t,, in Oiioimss Ii[i) ‘0)11’ )(C Ii’s).

The author means ihi 10th,) ‘eoatetr pi posito in C r - I I ‘at I 01
the Alrnagest, see ftC S t ‘t - t 1? ‘r in Ii
proposition is equiv tent

(lr — 2(usu 7 = t 0)fl .‘
- .Ini ‘0 iN tnoderi I,)rmu))io

-° —H t -

This propositlol Ci abti i I id 1 701 ha I)) t) (1 1

/

N

0 I ore he
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Figure 2

Algebraic terms and rules. [If] something is multiplied by itself,

(a6) it is called in this respect a thing23 and the product is called a

square,24 The product of a thing by a square is called a cube,25 or

We have IAGI) 180 /DA( /ADB 180” (90 / 1DB/2)

/ Al)!?.
22 We have restored the word ft in manuscript (a) which is missing in the lithograph

edition
Thing (ahay’) is the medieval Arabic algebraical term equivalent to the modem a’.

In medieval Europe it was translated by the Latin word rca and the Italian word cosa

In order to avoid confusion, the Arabic algebraic technical terms appear in italics in

our translation.
24 Square (mat, literally “wealth”) was the medieval Arabic algebraical term equiv

alent to our a’2 It can be regarded as the equivalent of the Greek term dynamis. In

medieval Europe it was translated by census in Latin and censo in Italian, in Arabic

algebra, mCI was initially the name for an unknown quantity. When it became the

term for a’2, the unknown quantity a’ was called thing and also root (jzdhr), whence the

term root of an equation. We note that the Arabic uses different words for algebraic

square (mCi) and geometric square (mnurabha’). In our translation, the algebraic square

appeais in italics antI the geometric square appears in roman.
22 Cube (ka’b) is the equivalent of the Greek term kyhos, and the medieval Arabic

algebraical term equivalent to our a’ , ln medieval Europe it was translated by cubus.

The algebraic term ka’b which will be translated by cube in italics, is different from

the more general Arabic temi muka”ah, which we will translate by cube,

confrontation (algebra and a
thing about it in some
unknown) to he a squ ir
cube, and if ne relat’onsl
thing. Then they lihe t s
by the light o’ tntuiis n a d It
tam one kind equal to me
to aquarea, or s’quar s re
are called the simple eon
equal to a kind sue i

or squares and a nut sh I

26 Squame-square (mCi ( a
also the medieval Arabic a gc I i

was translated as cc ii sos’ deer
22 The terms “additive” ( C

terms “positive’ and “negati e ?y
of multiplication of algebraic p si i

and minus by minus are plus ii
28 Algebra and alroc l,la

algebra, introduced by a Kl ss
term algebra Al-Khwari’iin s I
(hisCh ai’jahr wi i n uqal ala
algebraic operations by uhic
with known rules of solutic is

29 Kind (tins, plural ajna
a’hat is in modem tert is the p 1
I,a’,,,r a’4 asdso m

angle AGJ).2’ Thus Al) is equal to DG, and GB is the excess of a cubed (quantity) and [t s I I s /
the diameter over it. We join E(’. In22 triangles BEG and BGG, the square,26 and in the san t the pi di
angle B at the centre and the angle C at the circumference are equal, If the discussion is sho s t ti i in se

and angle (j41) B is common, so they [i.e., the triangles] are similar, SO thing i.s subitacted dcl d I t
the ratio of GB to BC is as the ratio of BC to CF. That is what we live”27 If that which c m i ti n

wanted Ito dernonstratel. rule of obtaining the prode s s d
and subtractive by suhtrc i s h pit I

A tive is multiplied by suht ii ht
products also ate addc I I d u
sum is the required ac.sul u is c

o ing a suhtractise [term] 1 i In i it
B

E [term] to the quantity Ito 1 c st h ti

then one subtracts [the ad 1

C If we want to know thc s ‘ I c
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equal to squares.° These last three [problems] are called compound

I equations].
These (j42) are the six problems to which the ancient and later

jmathematicians] limited themselves, and they explained how the un
known [magnitudes] are determined if the equation has been reduced
to one of these problems. They did not expose other equations be
cause of their difficulty, their depth, and the rarity of problems which
lead to them, except some later imathernaticians] who exposed prob
lems close to the six problems, until it was reported that Mawlã Sharaf
al-Din Mul)ammad ihn Mas’fid al-Mas’fidi3’explained the method for
determining the thing in nineteen other problems.32 Thus, if a rare
problem was reduced to [an equation] different from the six problems,
sometimes in a few propositions and matters, a successful solution was
possible for some experts who were skilled in the [various] domains
of arithmetic and who possessed a correct intuition and a penetrating
mind. Praise to Him Who said: “But We have given to you only little
knowledge.”3

One of their rules is also: if there is in one of two equal [expres
sions] a subtractive term, it is taken away and an amount equal to the
subtractive term is added to the other [side]. This is the restoration.34If
there are in them Ii.e., the two equal expressions 1 corresponding kinds,

o These six equations, in modem notatiOns hr a, hr r. ci2 — a cx2+br =

a, cr2 + a hi, and hi b a = ,r are the canonical forms of one linear and

live quadratic equations with positive coetticients and positive roots, for which at

Khwãrizmi ftiniiulatcd rules of solution.
° On this 13th-century mathematician sec [15, lI:426f His work on cubic equations

is mentioned in al-Kashi’s Key to Arithmetic, section 5 5.8, see [9, 192]. This work is

apparently al-Mas’tidi’s “Treatise of Algebra and Almucabala” (Risãla al-jahr wa’l

muqäbala) mentioned by HSjji Khaltfa [5. 111:384, Vl:470l.
32 The “nineteen problems” are the canonical cubic equations. Five of these equa

tions can be reduced to linear and quadratic equations. In modem notations they are

d.c3 ‘- hi, d.c3 cr2, d.c3 hi ri’2, d.c3 + .c2 hi, and d.c3 = c.c2 + hr.

Fourteen of these equations cannot be reduced to linear and quadratic equations. In

modem notations they are dc” = a. di hr + a. di’ •+. b.c = a. ,Ir’ -f a = hi,

di: - (-.c-fa,di+’r a,d,r’ fa = ,‘r2,d.c = cr’+bx+a,
cr2

- di +bi f a,hx d.c3 +ci’2 a, dx +ci2 +b,c - (h(i’3 +cr2 = bx+a,
dx + hi — ,:j

2
-f a, and d.c3 + a cr2 -+- b.c These nineteen equations were first

listed by ‘Umar Khayyam (1048-1 131’)m his algebraic treatise [331. The author of this

treatise and al-Kãshi [9, 1921 evidently did not know the work of al-Khayyhm.
‘ Koran 17:85, sec [19, 286[.

Restoration (al-jabr), is one of the operations used for reducing algebraic equa

tions to a canonical form. It is the addition to both sides of an equation of a term equal

to a negative term on one side (the negati’e term “is restored).

they can be subtracted in the same numbet, and this is he non ronta
tion.35 If there are fractions [i.e tractional coeftic ient if kinds, (i8)
they are comoleted Itt it & tee n& ii in] i k i s n ised in
the same ratio, and tI s is tIled ompi ‘tint A hi do for the
sake of justificanon and simplification [of equatIons]. and [only] as far
as is needed.

Here it is necess ) t i it tl k i 1 mher
thing, square. aid soc ri, a prop wtioi il, ti is c en &i t urn to
the thing is as the ratio ol the rhine to the square and as the ratio of the
square to the cube, and as the ratio of the ib t the s ;uai square,
and in this wa

After this prepatat on e to & has om& o tic n ss 1 ii on.

Ut_I.

A

[Fig. 3] Let arc .IL) [equal to] six degrees he dts ided tntcc thiee cquai
parts (j43) at points and ‘s\ lrass he ol 11 , ). I (
13D, and (‘1) Amo’tg t& e. oil Al ki n s i 9 7
59 8 56 29 40 eighths.’ It is required to knoss . (H. ili’ti is the chord
of [an arc of] two degmees I et us assume it to he a ruing Ii is clear

Confrontation (al-mi I,, i t crc ic Oil I hf sic
lion to its canonical form It t e ienic ca, of equal ier,,, na n a a h sides of
the equation.

Completion (al- takin 1) i r tue in in u c ton ili It a (I n)s I
form with integel 01 iCc i

- The calculation of ih clioi 11 c ic ar I 6 pro I y if h e f,ee,i sc’
ii v as well knoss ii. The a] ciii:, icon , r’a’,cd on k n,is, led1’,- a) ih liii’’, , 4 regular
pentagon (Cli 72 ‘ i and a regal,,, heaiioic C ii 60’ in cc tie .3 ‘ I,- ‘h ut) i

equ_il to the adios of ii in cc] ‘2 . p ‘1 ho of
12’ 72’ 0’ can he f i it pr’ e ii 1 1 n ic
found by the second premisc i to th of he Iii of ‘ ‘li3 i .1 1 is i cii en
in the cexagesimal system. In this c’, 0111, iniegcr’ fri in iO 5a cc. eilt a ‘‘c]e,peo
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that its product by C!) is a square, since they are equal, and that the
product of (a9) BC, which is also equal to AB, by AD is 6 16 49 7
59 8 56 29 40 [eights of] things. The sum of these two products is
equal to the square of AC, that is, the rectangle of it IAC] by BD, as
a consequence of the first premise. Again, it has become clear from
what has been demonstrated in the second premise that the ratio of the
excess of the diameter over the chord of the complement of arc AC to
the chord AD is equal to the ratio of AD to half the diameter, that is to
sixty.8 Therefore if we divide the square of AB, which is necessarily
a square, by sixty, we obtain a sixtieth part of the square, and that is the
excess of the diameter over the chord of the complement of [arc] AC.
If we subtract the quotient from the diameter, that is from one hundred
and twenty, the remainder is one hundred and twenty less a sixtieth
part of a square, and it is the chord of the complement of [arc] AC.
If we multiply this remainder by itself as has been explained before
according to the rules of algebra, we shall obtain its square, 14,400,
and one three-thousand six hundredth [part] of one square-square less
four squares, that is 4 0 0 degrees39 and the indicated (alO) part less
four squares. This is the square of the chord of the complement of [arc]
AC If we subtract this square from the square of the diameter, that is 4
0 0, the remainder is four squares less one three-thousand sixhundredth
part of one square-square. This is the square of chord AC since the
diameter is equal in square to the chord of an arc and the chord of its

(darajat) the 60th pan of a ‘degree” is called a “minute” (daqiqa), the 60th part of a
“minute” is called a “second” (thãniya), the 60th part of a “second” is called a “third”
(thalitha) and so on. For numbers from 1 to 59 the author uses the Arabic alphabetic
abjad numeration (l=a, 2=h, 3=j, 4=d, 5=h, 6=w, 7=, 8=h, 9=t, lO=y, 20=k, 30=1,
40=m, 50-n), and for the zero he uses a circle with an overbar. In modem notation
the sexagesimal value of the chord of 6” (in a circle of radius 601’, and correct to all
eight sexagesimals) is 6’ I 6’49”7” 591175 V 56V1 29V 1140 VIII The author writes this
fraction as “6 16497 59 8 5629 40 eighths”

Following Ptolemy, the author took the radius of a circle as 60 “parts’ (afra’) We
denote this value by GO or in sexagesimal notation I O’. Therefore the diameter is
equal to 1201 2 0”

Since the diameter is equal to I 2O’ — 2 O, its square is 14 400” 4 0 01,

The ancient Babylonian mathematicians used sexagesimal notation for integers, but
this notation was not used by the Helienistic and medieval astronomers until al-Kasht
intioduced it in his Key to Arithmetic Al KbshT and the author of our treatise called

the number °i 60 -

,, 60 4 .. f ei 60” “raised” (,narft’) and, in particular,
they called , 00” “raised k times’ The value of sexagesimal fractions in this treatise,
such as the chord of 6’ ,can be regarded as a large integer, written in the sexagesimal
system, and expressing the value in units of last sexagesimal digit (“eighths”). In this
paper we will denote “raised one time” by the symbol

complement ‘° Thus, f
chord of the eompleme-i
But we have explained he
the rectangle AB b) (1
by Al) thati 6 64
four squan s le ss one to
are equal to squau an
After restoration Cu q

8 56 29 40 [eights of] tr
square-square. After to
tori 16497 598 562)
six hundredth f a sr
the result is 3 (1 0
40 sixths of thu gs an I
same ratio, itis po.sib
so the result is’ 3 0
7 59 8 56 29 40 sixths a
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number. Then he divided another part of the sum; he obtained the cube
of the sum of two quotients; he added its excess over the cube of the
first result to the remainder of the sum, Then he divided another part
of the second sum and obtained the (a 12) cube of the sum of [three]
quotients, and he added its excess over the cube of the sum of the two
quotients to the remainder of the second sum. Then he divided another
part of the third sum, and he operated by the same method, until the
operation ended (j45) at what is not taken into account [Le., a quantity
which can be ignored]. In conclusion, it is necessary to introduce the
cube of the resulting thing into the division, again and again, and to pay
excessive attention to record-keeping, so that one thing is not divided
two times.46

By this method we have obtained from the division 2 5 39 26 22 29
28 32 52 33 ninths. It is the required thing, which is the chord AB,
that is the chord of two degrees. Its half, 1 2 49 43 1114 44 16 26 17
[ninths],47 is the sine of one degree.48 This is a table of the operation
(Table

46 Below, the author calls the iteration method of at Kgshi for an approximate so

lution of the equation hr a 4 r’, the introduction of the cube into the division

The method is as follows in modern notation. Let r -° o + c1 + C2 where

(o hOc1, (GO)c are the successive sexagesimal digits of r, In the first step, we

take the first sexagesimal digit CO of a/h and create the remainder l = a 0b and

thi. uew dividcnd Jr io l r) In the second step, take c1 as the first sexages

iinal digit of do/b, form the new remainder r1 — d0 rib and the new dividend

d r 4 ( i ) c In the u — I th step, we find c as the first sexagesimal

digit of dn /6, fonn the new remainder rn ch and the new dividend

(ro + r, ) (Cl + f Cn i)1

The method is mathematically equivalent to the following (see [II) Sincex is small

compared to a and b, r3 is very small compared to a and 6, and so for the first approx

imation r1 assume 11 (0 a/b (truncated to integers); as a second approximation

take r2 - CO + ci — (a + r)/h (truncated to minutes), and as k-th approximation

take the value (truncated to integer multiples of 60..l0.1) of

(a +r1)/h. (7)

The first approximation a i tunrruncated.i coincides with the result of die linean in

terpolation of Ptolemy The truncated value of .r is equal to ro + C + + ri.

The number appears in the margin of the lithograph edition
48 Here the authoi finds the value of chord 20 as 2°5’.39’2E30122IV

29’ 28V1 128 1152V111 331 N (this value is mathematically correct except for the

ninths which should he 371X) At the end of his Treatise on the (in umference, al

Kashi found the value of the choid of 2’ as 288 I 12V11 25V111

by another method (see 19, 308], [13, 31])
° Table 1 has been restored from the lithograph edition (j) and a page in the

manuscript (fl which was kindly provided by Prof. Mohammad Bagheri (Tehran) As

2, 92 83 °‘

6 1649 562 (

19
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merciful to him, so as not to confuse the drawing without necessity. If

somebody wants to cast away remaming5’(sexagesimal) digits from

the table for the sake of simplicity, he can do so.

(a 13) This is the end of what we wanted to present first. So let us

now mention what we wanted to present in the second place.

1 say that he, may God be merciful to him, drew the same drawing

as we drew [Fig .3j, hut he made .41) the sine of three degrees. Then

he said: the sum of .113 by Cl).52 that is, a square. and BC by .41),

that is 3 8 24 33 59 34 28 14 29 [eighths 0fj things. is the square of

AC Thereupon he said: Again, if we divide the square of AB, that is

a square. by thirty, we obtain a thirtieth part of a square. If we subtract

this from sixty, the remaindet is sixty less a thirtieth part of a square.

which is (j46) the chord of the complement of [arc] AB. Its square

as the number I 00 and a ninehundredth part of a cquaresquare less

four squwes. If we subtract it from the square of half the diameter,

that as I 0 0, the remainder is: four squares less a ninehundredth of

a square square are equal to a square and 3 8 24 33 59 34 28 14 29

things.53 I say: you know that the principle of determining the chord

of the complement of [arc] AC is as follows: you divide the square

of A B by sixty and you subtract the quotient from one hundred (a 14)

and twenty. It is as if he considered that the aim of the determination

of the chord of the complement of .4( was the determination of the

square of the chord of AC’. That is, we subtract the square of the chord

of it from the square of the diameter, so the remainder is the square of

the chord AC. There is no difference between one hundred and twenty

multiplied by a sixtieth part and sixty multiplied by a thirtieth part. But

the difference between the product of hundred and twenty by itself and

‘ ‘h author probably means the three last columns of sexagesimais in Table 1.

In this quotation al-Kãshi expressed the product of two lines without the word

sath (rectangle).
It scents that the author did not understand al-Kãshi’s correct reasoning, which

must have been as follows (compare 127, 81]): If in Fig. 3 the diameter (not the radius)

of the circle is assumed to he 60, and arcs A B, BC, Cl) are 2 degrees, then AR —

(1/2) (‘h 2 Sin 1” = a’, and similarly AC Sin 2°, lB = Sin 3° By the

first premise AR (‘B BC’ Al) AC2, so (Sin 20)2
— a’2 4 Sm 3°. From th

second premise we obtain an a circle with diameter sixty, (Sin 1’ )2 30(60— (‘os 2°),

whence (‘os2’ 61) — a’2/30 as in the text, hence (Sin 20)2 3600 — (Qos 20)2 =

4r2 — a’4 /900 Therefore ,r + rSin 3 2 /900, so, dividing by a’,

2701) a’’ 900 Sin 3” + a”. (8)

the product of sixty by itself is increased hr the othet ope tioIl since
in the first case the subtraction is made from the sqoarc ol tilt i,imeter

and in lhe second case front the square ol halt the diamete Do von
not see that the second principle, which is the squat e ot eliot 4 . If
is in both reckonings four sqw is c? But he did not knors or (elided to

ignore the difference between the product of a si \tteth pait hr iis If and
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chord of the complement of [arc] AC’ is disgusting, and [also] the fact

that these operations do not correspond to what is in the figure [Figure

3] although it is evident that he used this figure in his demonstration.

Yes, if one only wants to operate for determining the sine of one

degree, after it has been known by the proot one must say: the sine

of three degrees is multiplied by nine hundred and the product together

with the cube of the quotient is divided, by the trick (j48) which has

been mentioned before, by 45 raised one time, then the sine of one

degree will be obtained. Generally speaking, his words in this place are

very confused and I cannot make sense of them in a way which does

not distort them. Thus let us leave them and mention the remainder of

his words.
He said: After restoration and confrontation (a 17) the result is:

45 0 squares58 are equal to 47 68 29 53 37 3 37 15 sevenths of things

and a squaresquare. We lower them by one degree, then it becomes:

45 0 things are equal to a cube and 47 6 8 29 53 37 3 37 15 sevenths.

I say: Here he meant by restoration and opposition something which

includes completion. Then he established a scheme of operations like

this ITable 2], and he wrote59 in the margin: the result of this is the sine

of one degree, which we have determined by the operation that we have

discovered by the power of inspiration from the Eternal Presence.

He6° divided 47, raised one time, by 45, also raised one time. He

rate lie then obtained by means of Table 1 the more accurate result Sin 40 =

“2’49”4.t” 11 I 4V44 Vi (flV 1126V H 1(71 v (all sexagesimais are mathematically

correct except the ninths which should he (51
),

“ The notation 45 0 stands for 45 60 + 0 2700.
“ Here we follow the reading of (a): hdkadhã wa-kataba ‘aid hãshiyatihi.

Table 2 has been reconstructed from the lithograph edition by JR Hogendijk.

I he first row of Table 2 displays the result of the calculation, that is, Sin 0

The secondrow displays the number

15 Sin 3” = 47”;’6’s’29”53”37° 3’ 37’’ 15’

The first digit of this value, that is 47”, is divided by 45”, and the quotient .r1 =

is the first digit of the “quotient.” The remainder 2”” and the cube .r = 1” are written

in the following rows (instead of the remainder, Table 2 incorrectly has the number

47”” again). Then the remainder 2””O” is added to the second digit of the value of

15 Sin 3’, that is. 6”. and the sum is added to .r 1’ The result 2’’T is divided

by 45”', and the quotient 2’ is the second digit of the “quotient,” so .r2 = l”2’ is the

second approximation.

Its cube is a’ = l’13’ 12”S” The remainder 371’ is added to the remaining digits

8’29”53” of the value of 15 Sin 3 and the sum is added to the difference .e —

l1’6’ (2’S” 1’ 6’ 12”N”

The first two digits of the sum :37”14’42” I “ are then divided b’ 45””. The quotient

10” is the third digit of the result. so a’ = 1’ 2’49”.
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he added it to the remainder, so he obtained 2 7. Then he divided the

sum [by 45 0], so he obtained 2 minutes, and the remainder 37 8. Then

he formed the cube of 1 2, it is 1 6 12 8, and he wrote both of them in

individual [sexagesimall places: its excess over the first cube is written

under its kinds i.e., in the appropriate places] and he joined them [the

digitsi with the remainder, it [i.e. the result] is 37 14 42 1. Then he

divided this sum [by 45 0]; he obtained 49 seconds. The cube of 1 2

49 is 1 8 511023 4649. Retook its excess over 1 6 12 8. It is 02 392

23 46 49. He Wrote both (numbers) in their individual digits under their

kinds and then he added them [to the remainder], (a18) so he obtained

0 17 21 4 0 50 26. Earlier from 37 degrees 15 minutes were left, He

added this also, so the sum was 0 32 21 and so on. Then he divided

this sum [by 45 0]. and he obtained 43 thirds, and 6 seconds remained

from 21 seconds, and so on,6i

The principle was that this remainder is added to the excess (j49)

of thc cube of 1 2 49 43 over the cube of 1 2 49, that is to 2 21 25

22 13 55 8 7 mnths. But he added the sum of 21 and so on to this

excess so he obtained 23 25 26 12 40 10 8 7. Then he subtracted 15

seconds from 23 seconds, so 8 seconds remained as is necessary. Then

he divided it [by 45 0] and obtained 11 fourths, and from 25 thirds 10

thirds remained, and he then did in their addition the same as has been

< Because Table 2 is somewhat confused, we also present the details of the rest of

the computation here (all numbers have been checked with the program Mathematica).

The first two digits of the sum 8”2S°’261’12V401 I10V118V111 are di

vided by 45n’ in order to obtain the hfth digit 11 of the quotient, so

V 2t49n431uIl’u7 All sexagesimals of the difference 4 — 4
36°’ 3” 2G”23’ h145h7 <44<<3l ‘ lt are computed. This difference is

added to the remainder iO2bv12V40v110V118V111 andthen Al-KshTwrites the

sum again in the tnmcatedio
The first two digits of this sum are divided by 45i’ in order to obtain

the sixth digit 14 of the quotient. Then the first sexagesimals of the differ

ence - .r
— are added to the remainder

3224SV1O113lV145.(The approximationformula 4 4 .1 14 4
cannot have been used because it produces lGV3V1 I30V111451X

Continuing in this way, al-Khshi found the digits 16, 19 and 16. The differ

ences have been computed by the program Mathernatica as follows’ 4 - 4 —

2V24V144V1122V11112151X
., in agreement with Table 2,

4 = 52’37’ .. in agreementwiih Table 2,

and 2 4 — 2’3O X
., in agreement with Table 2

For every digit the divisor 45°’ is written in the last row of Table 2.

Note that the digit l9is incorrect and caused by the incorrect value of 15 Sin 30, For

the correct digit ibvj we would have a,
- 4 VII25V111 11X40X different

from the value in Table 2
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what we have mentioned (a20) that the sine of each arc is less than three 5 p I I
times the sine of the third part of this arc by the product of the cube of
the third part of this arc] times four seconds. I say: thus, if the sine of
an arc is known and it is required to know the sine of three times this

the product from three times it [the sine of the arc], then the remainder

is the required sine.

arc, we multiply the cube of this sine by four seconds, and we subtract

[i e, God], and by praying for the Prophet of the Covenant, and for all
Let us finish our words at this point, by glorifying the Lord of Praise

his good relatives,
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